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Seljuk Outfit from the 13th Century, located at 
http://rubens.anu.edu.au/turkey/konya/mevlana_tekke/museum/textiles/clothing/  
 
Construction drawings are conjecture. The professor who took the photographs cannot recall the construction of the 
garments as his focus was the textiles themselves. 
 
Hat: 

  
 

 
 
 

Cut 2 of each piece out of 
fabric and out of lining.  

Also cut 2 pieces of 
interfacing (either 
leather or felt) to 
stiffen the brim.
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Joba—outer most coat—this coat is labeled with the Turkish name “Entari.” The joba is most likely made of 
silk over cotton padding and lining. 
 

   
 

  
 
As there are no full-length clear photos of this coat, it is difficult to be certain as to how it is constructed. Our 
conjecture is based upon knowledge of the typical method of construction for Persian garments (a method that 
did not change significantly for hundreds of years) combined with studies of the photographs. 
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Ruyi Qaba—this qaba appears to be made out of silk with gold-floss couched on the top for decoration. It is 
impossible to tell from the photos the construction of this coat. 
 

  
 

  
 
The coat is probably constructed similarly to the joba, however, note the additional seams in the right-hand 
picture on the first row and the left-hand picture on the 2nd row. These may indicate additional seam lines or 
may simply be piecing of the fabric, a common practice in Persia. See diagram on the next page. 
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The miniature below from the 13th century, may show a lady wearing this style coat—note the lady in the 
bottom left corner: 
 

 
 

Red indicates the 
approximate areas of 

embroidery 
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Ziri Qaba (cotton undercoat)—this coat was probably worn under the ruyi qaba but over the pirahan. Ziri 
qaba literally means “under coat” however, this is my own terminology and is probably not the correct name for 
this garment. In late period it is replaced with a kordi, a long vest-like garment. 
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Pirahan (shirt)—This type of pirahan is commonly called an “amulet” pirahan. The elaborate painting on the 
shirt is talismanic sayings that are supposed to protect the wearer from harm. The sayings usually come from 
the Koran. 
 

  
 

  

 
 
The shirt is probably made of cotton and painted. It also appears to have an edging of finger-loop braiding to 
finish the garment. 


